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symmetries. We correlate extended solutions with kinematics. We show possible particles 

and explanations correlating with dark matter, dark energy, and other phenomena. Third, 

we note that the basis unites, extends, and limits aspects of traditional physics. Those 

aspects include special relativity, general relativity, quantum mechanics, the elementary-
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I. CONTEXT FOR THIS WORK

This unit discusses physics challenges and introduces our approach to addressing some of those chal-
lenges.
Physics seems to have hit impasses. Decades old observations spanning elementary-particle physics

and cosmology beget terminology but not explanations. Terminology may be ambiguous. For example,
the term dark energy may correlate with observations pertaining to two not necessarily closely related
phenomena. Inferences about observations may feature attempts to invent, use, or extend theories and
models that, individually, may not adequately pertain to observations and that, collectively, may not
adequately integrate to provide bases for explaining observations. Predictions, such as for new elementary
particles, seem vague. And, apparently, people are not observing such particles. In summary, experiments,
observations, theories, and models explore many possibilities but seem to lead to too few answers.
We tackle an unsolved problem, via a new approach.
We try to develop a basis for cataloging known and predicting other elementary particles. The ap-

proach involves math that seems to have been historically de-emphasized, seems to provide a basis for
cataloging and predicting elementary particles, and seems to provide a basis for integrating historically
useful physics theories and models. Aspects, models, and theories that we correlate include elementary
particles and their properties, the elementary-particle Standard Model, dark matter, dark energy, the cos-
mology timeline, special relativity, quantum mechanics, and general relativity. (Reference [4], including
related reviews and tables, discusses elementary particles and their properties, the elementary-particle
Standard Model, dark matter, dark energy, and experimental tests of general relativity. Some topics and
other references include the following - The Standard Model: reference [6]; Dark matter: reference [1];
Dark energy: reference [5]; Early aspects of the cosmology timeline: reference [8]; Later aspects of the
cosmology timeline: reference [5]; and General relativity: reference [9].)

II. AN ENTRY POINT INTO THIS WORK

This unit contrasts our approach with traditional physics approaches.
Traditional physics evolves from data that is speci�c to observers toward constructs that are invariant

with respect to observer.
Observer-speci�c constructs, or OSC, include energies, momenta, angular momenta relative to axes,

and so forth. Observer-independent constructs, or OIC, include a list of elementary particles; properties
of those particles, including rest mass m and the construct S, as in spin-S or as in total spin S(S+ 1)~2;
conservation of energy, momentum, and angular momentum; and so forth.
For example, for a photon, OSC include direction of motion; magnitude of momentum; number of

excitations of one linearly polarized mode; and number of excitations of a second linearly polarized
mode, for which the axis is perpendicular to the direction of motion and to the axis correlating with
the �rst mode. Each number of excitations correlates with a model featuring one harmonic oscillator.
OIC include S = 1 and m = 0. We add to OIC by considering four harmonic oscillators. Oscillator
P0 correlates with nP0, which is a number of excitations parallel to the motion of the photon. We
require that this oscillator cannot be excited. We extend algebraic relationships for raising operators
and for lowering operators to include negative excitation numbers. We set nP0 = −1. (Reference [7]
discusses a di�erent solution that also pertains mathematically for three-dimensional isotropic harmonic
oscillators and that might not be used much in physics.) The notation |n > denotes a state correlating
with n excitations. The symbol a+b denotes a boson raising operator. The symbol a−b denotes a boson
lowering operator. Equations (1), (2), and (3) pertain. Oscillator P1 correlates with excitations of the
left-circularly polarized mode. Oscillator P2 correlates with excitations of the right-circularly polarized
mode. For the left-circularly polarized mode, nP1 ≥ 0 and nP2 = 0 pertain. For right-circularly polarized
mode, nP1 = 0 and nP2 ≥ 0 pertain. For each mode, oscillator E0 correlates with energy; equations (4)
and (5) pertain; and OIC pertains for each of nE0, nP0, nP1, and nP2.

a+b |n >= (1 + n)1/2|n+ 1 > (1)

a−b |n >= n1/2|n− 1 > (2)

a+b | − 1 >= (1 + (−1))1/2|0 >= 0|0 > (3)
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nE0 = nP1 + nP2 (4)

nE0 + 1/2 = (nP0 + 1/2) + (nP1 + 1/2) + (nP2 + 1/2) = nP0 + nP1 + nP2 + 3/2 (5)

We use symbols of the form NQE,... to designate the number QE-like oscillators. QE abbreviates
quantum energy. QE correlates with the word temporal. We use symbols of the form NQP,... to designate
the number QP-like oscillators. QP abbreviates quantum momentum. QP correlates with the word
spatial. Regarding equation (5), NQE = 1 and NQP = 3.
This paper features applications of concepts such as those we just discussed regarding equations (1),

(2), (3), (4), and (5). The applications qualify as OIC. The applications do not necessarily qualify as
physics-circumstance independent constructs, or PCIC. The applications do not necessarily qualify as
physics-theory independent constructs, or PTIC. For example, the application we just discussed cor-
relates with photons under circumstances in which each interacting charged object does not a exhibit
spin-correlated magnetic dipole moment or rotation-correlated magnetic dipole moment. To follow this
example somewhat farther, it will turn out that the relevant force law correlates with a radial depen-
dence of rnP0−1. For modeling spin-correlated magnetic dipole moments, we include an additional OIC
construct for which nP0 = −2. (Discussion related to table V uses concepts table II shows and pro-
vides concepts regarding how various models comport with nominal magnetic dipole moments. See, also,
equation (45).)
Below, we discuss relevant math before we discuss applications of that math. Applications lead to,

for example, tables XVII and XVIII, which catalog all known elementary particles and may catalog all
elementary particles people have yet to discover.

III. MATHEMATICS BASES

This unit discusses mathematics bases we use.
We use mathematics correlating with isotropic pairs of isotropic quantum harmonic oscillators.
The following equations de�ne an isotropic pair of isotropic quantum harmonic oscillators. The equa-

tions echo work above. Based on the equality that equation (10) features, we use the word solution to
correlate with a relevant construct correlating with one NQE,..., one NQP,..., and the relevant set of nEj
and nPj .

AQE = Σ
NQE,...−1
j=0 (nEj + 1/2), for NQE,... ≥ 1 (6)

AQE = 0, for NQE,... = 0 (7)

AQP = Σ
NQP,...−1
j=0 (nPj + 1/2), for NQP,... ≥ 1 (8)

AQP = 0, for NQP,... = 0 (9)

0 = A =AQE −AQP (10)

Equation (11) follows from equation (10).

|NQE,... −NQP,...| is an even integer (11)

We also use mathematics correlating with partial di�erential equations relevant to isotropic quantum
harmonic oscillators. For example, we use solutions to QP-like isotropic harmonic oscillator partial
di�erential equations (12), (13), (14), and (15). Here, r denotes the radial coordinate and has dimensions
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of length. The parameter η has dimensions of length. Here, D is a positive integer. Traditional physics
de-emphasizes the possibility for σ = −1.

ξΨ(r) = (ξ′/2)(−η2∇2 + η−2r2)Ψ(r) (12)

∇2 = r−(D−1)(∂/∂r)(rD−1)(∂/∂r)− Ωr−2 (13)

Ω = σS(S +D − 2) (14)

σ = ±1 (15)

We consider solutions of the form equation (16) shows. Including for D = 1, the function Ψ pertains
for 0 ≤ r <∞. The magnitude |η| correlates with a scale length. Traditional physics de-emphasizes the
possibility for ν < 0. (Reference [7] discusses a solution similar to the solution correlating with D = 3,
ν = −1, and equation 16.)

Ψ(r)∝(r/η)ν exp(−r2/(2η2)), with η2 > 0 (16)

Equations (17) and (18) characterize solutions. The parameter η does not appear in these equations.

ξ = (D + 2ν)(ξ′/2) (17)

Ω = ν(ν +D − 2) (18)

We consider normalization with respect to D∗ dimensions. A factor r(D
∗−1) correlates with the expres-

sion
´
r(D

∗−1)dr. A factor r2νcorrelates with Ψ∗Ψ. For r → 0+, the integrand behaves like r(D
∗−1)+2ν .

The following three possibilities pertain.

• For D∗ + 2ν > 0, normalization occurs for any η2 > 0. We correlate solutions that correlate with
this case with the term volume-like.

• For D∗ + 2ν = 0, normalization occurs only in the limit η2 → 0+. We correlate solutions that
correlate with this case with the term point-like.

� For D∗ = 1 and ν = −1/2, relevant math correlates with an expression for a delta function.
Note equation (19). Noticing that −r2/(2η2) + {−r2/(2η2)} = −r2/(η2), we correlate η2 with
4ε. We correlate r2 with x2. People use equation (19) with the domain −∞ < x < ∞. We
use the domain 0 ≤ x <∞.

δ(x) = limε→0+(1/(2
√
πε))e−x

2/(4ε) (19)

� Similar normalization results pertain for other positive integer values ofD∗ and for non-positive
integer values of 2ν for which D∗ + 2ν = 0.

• For D∗ + 2ν < 0, normalization fails. We de-emphasize solutions that do not normalize.
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Table I. Solution families Φ
Φ σ Concept relevant to the choice of the letter
H +1 The one solution correlates with the Higgs (or, H0) boson.
C +1 The solutions correlate with charged leptons.
N +1 The solutions include solutions correlating with neutrinos.
W +1 The solutions correlate with the weak-interaction (or, W and Z) bosons.
G +1 Some solutions correlate with gamma rays (or, photons) and likely with gravitons.
Q −1 The solutions correlate with quarks.
R −1 R is alphabetically the next letter after Q.
Y −1 The shape of the letter correlates with a traditional-physics interaction vertex in

which one gluon becomes two gluons.
O −1 The letter o appears in the word leptoquark.

IV. SETS OF PHYSICS-RELEVANT SOLUTIONS

This unit discusses solutions that correlate with elementary particles and some of their properties.
Much of the work we show features rational numbers for which the denominators range from one to

four. For example, the various NQ... and n... are integers. 2S is an integer. In equations (17) and (18),
each of D, 2ν, and 4Ω is an integer. From here on, much of the work we show features solutions to simple
algebraic equations. Equations (10), (17), and (18) exemplify such equations.
We use notation of the form ΣΦΛ to correlate with solutions. Σ denotes 2S. Φ correlates with a so-

called family of solutions. For each family, a parameter σ is either plus one or minus one. (See equations
(14) and (15).) Λ is a list of one-dimensional harmonic oscillators. Regarding each family for which
σ = +1, a list Λ refers to integers correlating with QP-like oscillators. Regarding each family for which
σ = −1, a list Λ refers to integers correlating with QE-like oscillators. For example, for the example we
discuss in conjunction with equations (4) and (5), Σ = 2, Φ = G, and Λ = 2. (We defer discussion of why
Λ = 2.) For solutions for which 2S is a non-negative even integer, the word boson pertains. For solutions
for which 2S is a positive odd integer, the word fermion pertains. Table I lists relevant Φ and discusses
the choices of letters. We de-emphasize discussing the extent to which O-family solutions correlate with
people's notions regarding hypothetical leptoquarks.
We use the following modeling bases. Each basis features algebraic equations. The letters ALG

abbreviate algebraic. Across bases, equation (6) provides context for each NQE,.... Equation (8) provides
context for each NQP,....

• ALG|PRO. The letters PRO abbreviate prototype. Equation (20) pertains.

2S = NQP,PRO − 1 (20)

• ALG|COR. The letters COR abbreviate core. Equation (21) pertains for elementary fermions. For
elementary bosons, NQP,COR ≥ NQP,PRO, with equality pertaining for all but G-family solutions.
The G family correlates with all non-zero-mass free-ranging bosons our work predicts.

NQP,COR = NQP,PRO + 1 (21)

• ALG|GEN. The letters GEN abbreviate generations. Equation (22) pertains for elementary
fermions. The number of generations equals the number of generators of SU(2S + 1). For
elementary-boson solutions, ALG|GEN models equal ALG|COR models and equation (23) per-
tains.

NQP,GEN = NQP,COR + (2S + 1) (22)

NQP,GEN = NQP,COR (23)

• ALG|KIN. The letters KIN abbreviate kinematics. For free-ranging elementary particles, equation
(24) pertains and the symbol ALG|KIN|17 pertains. For other elementary particles, equation (25)
pertains and the symbol ALG|KIN|7 pertains.
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Table II. Notation for models regarding some aspects of physics

Aspect Model Relationship
Known and possible elementary particles ALG|PRO
Known and possible elementary particles ALG|COR extends ALG|PRO

Generations of elementary fermions ALG|GEN extends ALG|COR
Kinematics of free-ranging elementary particles ALG|KIN|17 extends ALG|GEN

Kinematics within composite particles ALG|KIN|7 extends ALG|GEN
Interactions mediated by the G family ALG|KIN|17 extends ALG|GEN

Elementary-particle kinematics and interactions ALG|KIN includes ALG|KIN|17 and ALG|KIN|7
Dark matter � uses ALG|KIN|17 and ALG|KIN|7

Dark-energy stu� � uses ALG|KIN|17 and ALG|KIN|7

NQE,KIN = NQP,KIN = 17 (24)

NQE,KIN = NQP,KIN = 7 (25)

• ALG|PDE. The letters PDE abbreviate partial di�erential equation. For all non-zero-mass elemen-
tary particles, equations (26) and (27) pertain. Equation (44) provides context for D∗QE . Equation

(35) provides context for D∗QP .

D∗QE = 1 (26)

D∗QP = 3 (27)

Physics-relevant models comport with equation (28).

NQP,... ≥ 1 (28)

Table II lists aspects that people might want physics models to address. For each item in the table,
the table provides a symbol for a modeling basis that correlates with equation (10).
For physics-relevant ground states, a range no broader than −2 ≤ nE... ≤ 0 pertains for each QE-

like one-dimensional oscillator and a range no broader than −4 ≤ nP... ≤ 0 pertains for each QP-like
one-dimensional oscillator.
Equations (29), (30), (31), and (32) de�ne the concepts of closed pair of harmonic oscillators and open

pair of harmonic oscillators. Here, j′ is a positive odd integer and j′′ = j′+ 1. One of two cases pertains.
For one case, o2 = Ej′′ and o1 = Ej′ pertain. For the other case, o2 = Pj′ and o1 = Pj′′ pertain. Each
of a and b is a complex number. We correlate with equations (29), (30), and (31) the phrase closed pair
of harmonic oscillators. For cases in which equations (29), (30), and (32) pertain, we use the phrase open
pair of harmonic oscillators.

a|no2 = −1, no1 = 0 > + b|no2 = 0, no1 = −1 > , in which ... (29)

|a|2 + |b|2 = 1 (30)

|a|2 > 0, |b|2 > 0 (31)

either ... |a|2 = 1 and |b|2 = 0 ... or ... |a|2 = 0 and |b|2 = 1 (32)

For an integer j′ ≥ 2, physics-relevance of SU(j′) symmetry correlates with j′ related one-dimensional
oscillators for which exactly one of equations (33) and (34) pertains. Here, Z ′ can be just one of E or P.
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Table III. Number of generators, for each of various symmetries

Oscillators Relationship between excitation numbers Symmetry Generators
2 closed pair - -
2 open pair U(1) 2

j′ ≥ 2 one of equations (33) and (34) SU(j′) (j′)2 − 1
j′ = 1 one of equations (33) and (34) a 1-generator symmetry 1

nZ′... = 0, for each one-dimensional oscillator (33)

nZ′... = −1, for each one-dimensional oscillator (34)

Table III pertains. For each of some combinations of numbers of oscillators and relationships between
excitation numbers, the table shows a physics-relevant symmetry.
Regarding ALG|PDE solutions, equation (12) features QP-like notation. We focus �rst on solutions

that correlate with nP0 = 0. Within such solutions, we focus �rst on QP-like aspects. Each of ξ and
ξ′/2 is a number with units proportional to a factor times ~2. The factor need not be dimensionless.
(Applications may feature squares of angular momenta, squares of energies, and/or squares of masses.)
Each known elementary particle has, for some non-negative integer 2S, a total spin of S(S + 1)~2. We

emphasize solutions that correlate with equation (35).

S(S +D∗QP − 2) = S(S + 1) (35)

For each known elementary particle, equation (35) correlates with (total spin)/~2 and equation (36)
pertains.

D∗QP = 3 (36)

We seek solutions for which equation (37) pertains. Based on equation (18), we can consider values of
D that may di�er from the value of D∗QP . We emphasize solutions, for which 2νQP (or, 2ν) is a negative
integer.

Ω = σS(S +D∗QP − 2) = σS(S + 1) (37)

Items correlating with a QP-like ALG|PDE solution include ν, D, S, Ω, and σ. We wait, until we
map the solution for D dimensions into D∗QP = 3 dimensions, before considering normalization and/or

angular coordinates. Angular coordinates pertain for S ≥ 1/2. Regarding equations (17) and (18), we
de-emphasize solutions that do not satisfy equation (38).

D ≥ 1 (38)

We assume that, for each solution, Ψ should also involve one QE-like coordinate. Equation (39)
pertains. We use, regarding for example equations (12), (13), and (16), the substitutions that equation
(40) and equation (41) de�ne. Here, an expression of the form a← b denotes the concept that a, before
the substitution, becomes (or, is replaced after the substitution by) b. Here, v is a positive quantity
with units of velocity. Each of t and η′ has dimensions of time. Regarding equation (42), normalization
pertains for the case equation (39) de�nes. Equation (43) correlates with the notion that a set of space-
time coordinates correlates with exactly one temporal coordinate and exactly three spatial coordinates.
Regarding equation (44), the set of values of relevant S′(S′ − 1) includes the values of relevant S(S + 1).

D∗QE = 1 (39)

r ← tv (40)
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Table IV. Types of solutions for elementary particles for which nP0 = 0, plus relevant ν... and D
...

nP0 = 0 Type of QE-like E0-and-P0 QP-like
particle solution νQE QE-like D... D′′QE +D′′QP νQP QP-like D...

Fermion Volume-like S D∗QE = 1 - −1/2 D∗QP = 3
Fermion Point-like −1/2 D∗QE = 1 - −3/2 D∗QP = 3
Boson Volume-like S D∗QE = 1 - −1 D∗QP = 3
Boson Point-like −1 D′′ = 2 2 −1 D′′ = 2

Table V. ALG|COR ground-state solutions for which NQE,COR ≤ 3 and NQP,COR ≤ 3

NQE,COR NQP,COR E2 E1 E0 P0 P1 P2 Use (ΣΦ or ΣΦΛ)
1 1 0 0 0H and 0O
3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2W and 2O
1 3 0 −1 0 0 2G2
1 3 0 0 |← π0,−1 →| 1C
3 3 |← π0,−1 →| 0 0 |← π0,−1 →| 1Q
1 3 −1 −1 |← π0,−1 →| 1N
3 3 |← π0,−1 →| −1 −1 |← π0,−1 →| 1R
3 3 |← π0,−1,−2 →| −1 −1 −1 2Y

η ← η′v (41)

Ψ(t)∝(t/η′)νQE exp(−t2/(2{η′}2)) (42)

Ψ(t, r)∝Ψ(t)Ψ(r) (43)

S′(S′ +D∗QE − 2) = S′(S′ − 1) (44)

For each of fermion solutions and boson solutions, table IV shows information related to solutions that
possibly correlate with elementary particles for which nP0 = 0. For QE-like aspects for which S pertains,
the spin S is nonnegative and normalization pertains. Previous remarks explain each case in the table,
except for the case correlating the term boson and the term point-like. Regarding the case correlating
the term boson and the term point-like, we group oscillators by pairs - ..., E2-and-E1, E0-and-P0, P1-
and-P2, ... . For each relevant oscillator pair, in e�ect, D′′ = 2 pertains. Regarding models that feature
coordinates similar to space-time coordinates, the introduction of considerations correlating with D′′ = 2
correlates with factoring a relevant combined QE-like and QP-like partial di�erential equation into partial
di�erential equations each having two coordinates. The coordinate pairs would, in appropriate notation,
be ..., t2-and-t1, t0-and-x0, x1-and-x2, ... .
Table V lists ALG|COR ground-state solutions for which NQE,COR ≤ 3 and NQP,COR ≤ 3. For each

of the relevant columns labeled Ej, the table shows the value of nEj . For each of the relevant columns
labeled Pj, the table shows the value of nPj . Notation of the form | ← πlist → | denotes the notion that
any permutation of the items in list can be physics-relevant. For a permutation, one assigns one item
to the left-most relevant oscillator and continues rightward until each relevant oscillator has an assigned
excitation number.
Regarding solutions table V shows, for an even value of 2S, ALG|PRO solutions equal ALG|COR

solutions.
Regarding all ALG|PRO solutions for which 2S is an odd integer, equation (20) pertains. For solutions

for which 2S is odd, NQE,PRO = NQE,COR−1 pertains. Regarding ALG|PRO solutions for which 2S = 1
and NQE,PRO = 0, nP1 = −1 − nP0 pertains. Regarding ALG|PRO solutions for which 2S = 1 and
NQE,PRO = 2, nE1 = nP1 pertains. Regarding ALG|PRO solutions for which 2S = 3, NQE,PRO = 0,
nP0 = nP3 = −1, and nP1 = nP2 = 0 pertain. (Note the 3N row in table XVII.)
For ALG|PRO solutions, the only ΣGΛ solutions correlate with Λ being a one-item list and Σ being

the item in that list. For ALG|PRO, the 2G2 solution correlates with photons. People use the Dirac
equation and 4-spinor basis states to provide for nominal magnetic dipole moments and to provide the
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Table VI. Concepts, for elementary particles for which nP0 = 0, regarding number of generations

nP0 = 0 Type of Key concept Number of generations
particle solution
Fermion Volume-like
Fermion Point-like Spin in the limit r → 0 Number of generators of SU(2S + 1)
Boson Volume-like
Boson Point-like D′′ = 1 �1�

Table VII. Relationships between some ALG|PDE parameters for ΣW, ΣH, and ΣO solutions

D∗QP ν D∗QP + 2ν D S Ω σ D D + 2ν 2S + 1 ΣΦ
3 −1 1 3− Ω 1 2 +1 1 −1 3 2W
3 −1 1 3− Ω 0 0 +1 3 1 1 0H
3 −1 1 3− Ω 0 0 −1 3 1 1 0O
3 −1 1 3− Ω 1 −2 −1 5 3 3 2O

gyromagnetic ratio g = 2. For ALG|COR, ALG|GEN, and ALG|KIN, 2G2 comports with the term 2G
monopole and 2G24 comports with the term 2G dipole. People use the symbol γ to correlate with the
term photon. Equation (45) pertains. We posit that people can use models that use 2-spinor basis states
that do not mix matter particles and antimatter particles.

γ ↔ 2G2 ∪ 2G24 (45)

Regarding solutions table V shows, for ALG|GEN 1Φ solutions, NQP,GEN = 5, the two additional
QP-like oscillators have excitation numbers equal to nE0, and those oscillators correlate with an SU(2)
symmetry. (See table III.) For each 1Φ solution, NQE,GEN = NQE,COR + 2, the two additional QE-like
oscillators have excitation numbers equal to nE0, and those oscillators correlate with an SU(2) symmetry.

Regarding ALG|PDE solutions, table VI notes, from a perspective of point-like solutions, concepts
correlating with numbers of generations. For fermion solutions, SU(2S + 1) pertains regarding angular
behavior for r > 0. The number of generators of SU(2S + 1) pertains at r = 0. For boson solutions,
D′′ = 1 correlates with an e�ective value of S′′ = 0. For each boson, either the number of generations is
one or the concept of generations need not pertain.

Table VII summarizes elementary-boson-centric ALG|PDE results for volume-like solutions that cor-
relate with items in table V. The 2O solutions correlate with possible non-free-ranging non-zero-mass
elementary bosons. For each ΣΦ, the number of possible particles, including antiparticles, equals 2S+ 1.
For example, 2W correlates, by this count, with three particles - Z, W+, and W−. Based on table VII and
equation (38), we de-emphasize possibilities that nature might include non-zero-mass elementary bosons
for which σ = +1 and S ≥ 2.

Table VIII summarizes elementary-fermion-centric ALG|PDE results for solutions that correlate with
items, in table V, for which nP0 = 0. Each ΣΦ volume-like solution (that is, each solution for which
ν = −1/2) correlates with one point-like solution (that is, one solution for which ν = −3/2) for the
same ΣΦ. For example, 1C correlates with 1N. 1C solutions correlate with charged leptons. 1N solutions
correlate with neutrinos. For a possible 3C volume-like solution, D ≤ 0 might pertain. A 3C point-like
solution might correlate with possible physics-relevance for nP0 = −1 3N elementary particles. Based
on table VIII and equation (38), we de-emphasize possibilities that nature might include nP0 = 0 (or,
non-zero-mass) elementary fermions for which σ = +1 and S ≥ 3/2.

Table VIII. Fermion-centric relationships between some ALG|PDE parameters, for solutions for which nP0 = 0

D∗QP ν D∗QP + 2ν D S Ω σ D D + 2ν 2S + 1 ΣΦ
3 −1/2 2 (5− 4Ω)/2 1/2 3/4 +1 1 0 2 1C
3 −1/2 2 (5− 4Ω)/2 1/2 −3/4 −1 4 3 2 1Q
3 −3/2 0 (21− 4Ω)/6 3/2 15/4 +1 1 −2 4 (3C)
3 −3/2 0 (21− 4Ω)/6 1/2 3/4 +1 3 0 2 1C
3 −3/2 0 (21− 4Ω)/6 1/2 −3/4 −1 4 1 2 1Q
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Table IX. Ground-state solutions for the H- and W-families for Sym+ models

ΣΦ σ m2 S Boson name E2 E1 E0 P0 P1 P2
0H +1 6= 0 0 H0 0 0
2W +1 6= 0 1 Z or W @0 @0 0 |← π0,@0,@0 →|

V. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES AND INTERACTIONS IN WHICH THE PARTICLES

PARTAKE

This unit lists known and possible elementary particles and summarizes some OIC properties of those
elementary particles.
2Y solutions correlate with gluons. Each of six permutations π0,−1,−2 pertains. (See table V.) The

set of three permutations for which 0, −1, and −2 appear in cyclic order correlates with one of matter
gluons and antimatter gluons. The set of the other three permutations correlates with the other choice
between antimatter gluons and matter gluons. Regarding matter gluons, each of oscillators E2, E1, and
E0 correlates with a matter color charge. Relative to a standard representation for gluons, E0 correlates
with the color charge green. The value nE... = −2 denotes an ability to absorb (or, erase) a unit of the
color charge correlating with the E... oscillator. The value nE... = −0 denotes an ability to impart (or,
paint) a unit of the color charge correlating with the E... oscillator. A matter gluon correlates with a
weighted sum of two or three erase-and-paint pairs of matter-centric 2Y solutions. Similar results pertain
for antimatter color charges and antimatter gluons.
For particles other than gluons, particles (or, perhaps more precisely, �elds related particles) also

correlate with sums of erase-and-paint solutions.
Regarding OIC aspects of interactions, an erase solution can be quite similar to the corresponding

paint solution and we do not necessarily need to focus on more than just one mathematics solution. For
example, for an interaction involving absorbing a Higgs boson, the erase solution erases the incoming
excitation number for a state for the Higgs boson and paints the same state with an excitation number
that is one less than the excitation number for the incoming state. This aspect of this interaction correlates
with only one ground-state solution.
For the G family (or, Φ =G), terminology issues may exist regarding de�nitions of elementary particles.

Solution 2G2 couples to elementary-fermion charge via aspects that correlate with nP1 and nP2 for
elementary fermions. For ALG|PRO (or, traditional) quantum mechanics models, the only relevant 2GΛ
solution is 2G2 and people correlate 2G2 with the word photon. Regarding other ALG|... models,
equation (45) pertains and correlates with the word photon. Regarding those other-ALG|... models, the
2G2 component of the G-family couples to the charges of spin-1/2 elementary fermions via nP1 and nP2 for
those fermions. 2G2 couples to charges of other objects. From a PCIC perspective, people can correlate
2G2 with interactions with charge and charge currents for non-rotational aspects of objects. People
might use a term like electrostatic interaction, although, to the extent people consider the object and its
non-rotational motion, people might prefer the term electromagnetic interaction. The 2G24 component
couples to charges and generations of spin-1/2 elementary fermions. The coupling to charge correlates
with nP1 and nP2 for the fermions. In ALG|GEN and ALG|KIN models, the coupling to generations
correlates with nP3 and nP4 for the fermions. In general, 2G24 couples to charges and rotation of objects.
(This statement ignores the notion that the charges in an object might not move completely in harmony
with the uniform rotation assumed to pertain for the object.) People might use a term like internal
magnetic dipole moment. We de-emphasize assigning a particle name to each of other combinations of
G-family solutions. We assume that the term graviton correlates with at least 4G4. We de-emphasize
trying to state a full set of G-family solutions that would correlate with the term graviton.
Tables IX and X show ground-state solutions relevant for the H0 (or, Higgs), Z, and W bosons. In

general, the symbol @ correlates with an excitation number that does not change. Here, the symbol
@0 denotes a zero that, for the appropriate particle, does not change. The symbol Sym+ correlates
with an interaction scenario in which only one quantum interaction occurs. An example of a Sym+
interaction vertex is an adequately isolated conversion, via absorption of a W+ boson, of an electron
to a neutrino. In table X, the column labeled E21 correlates with the E2-and-E1 oscillator pair. The
SU(2) symmetry correlates with a concept of conservation of fermion generation. For example, for a
Sym+ interaction vertex in which an electron (or, generation-1 charged lepton) becomes a neutrino, the
neutrino is a generation-1 neutrino.
Non-conservation of generation correlates with, for example, CP-violations that people correlate with

interactions that people correlate with the two quarks in a kaon. At least two correlated W-family-
mediated interactions occur. The symbol Sym+ does not pertain. We use the symbol Sym− to denote
interrelated interactions. Table XI shows two ground states, di�ering by the assignment of the QE-like
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Table X. Ground-state solutions for 2W bosons for Sym+ models

F ΣΦ Particle Name Sym± E21 E0 P0 P1 P2
W 2W 2W0 Z Sym+ SU(2) 0 0 @0 @0

W 2W 2W1 W+ Sym+ SU(2) 0 @0 0 @0

W 2W 2W2 W− Sym+ SU(2) 0 @0 @0 0

Table XI. W-boson ground states for Sym− models

Some 2W particles Sym± E21 E0 P0 P1 P2
W bosons Sym− π0,@0 0 @0 0 0

symbol @0, for W bosons. A �rst excitement correlates with substituting n... = 1 for each of the four
occurrences of n... = 0. A choice, π0,@0 , replaces the symmetry, in table X, correlating with SU(2).
We use the symbol 1F−B1F to denote an interaction vertex in which one fermion enters, a boson de-

excites by one unit, and one fermion exits. We use the symbol 1F+B1F to denote an interaction vertex
in which one fermion enters, a boson excites by one unit, and one fermion exits.
For elementary fermions, each ALG|COR one-dimensional excitation number can be only zero or −1.

(See, for example, table V.) We posit that equations (46) and (47) provide adequate parallels to equations
(1) and (2), which pertain for elementary bosons.

a+f |n >= n1/2|n+ 1 > (46)

a−f |n >= (1 + n)1/2|n− 1 > (47)

Regarding 1F−B1F interactions, table XII correlates information from table V with names of known
generation-1 elementary fermions. The following sentences provide information about notation for
elementary-fermion particles. For symbols before the �rst semicolon, 2R correlates with oscillator E2, 2L
correlates with oscillator E1, and 0 correlates with oscillator E0. For symbols after the �rst semicolon
and before the second semicolon, 0 correlates with oscillator P0, 2L correlates with oscillator P1, and 2R
correlates with oscillator P2. The symbol gf provides a variable for generation.
Table XIII summarizes results regarding 1F−B1F interactions in which a spin-1/2 elementary fermion

absorbs a spin-1 WO-family elementary boson. The term WO-family correlates with the phrase W family
and O family. Results in the table pertain across generations. Per equation (46), we correlate a −1 in
table XII with an ability for the fermion to absorb a speci�c type of particle. We correlate each 0 with
a lack of an ability for the fermion to absorb a speci�c type of particle. In the rightmost six columns of
XIII, the symbol y correlates with a possible interaction vertex in which the elementary fermion absorbs
the elementary boson.
Table XIV shows hypothetical interactions for 3N particles. Our work does not correlate with possible

existence of 4W elementary particles. Hence, we use the notation (4WΛ) and not the notation 4WΛ. 3N
particles would not interact with spin-2 elementary bosons other than G-family bosons.
Regarding tables XII, XIII, and XIV, the solution correlating with a fermion's antiparticle correlates

with a C transformation (or, charge conjugation transformation) of the solution correlating with the

Table XII. 1F−B1F-interaction-related ALG|COR solutions regarding spin-1/2 elementary fermions

σ Particles Generation-1 name E2 E1 E0 P0 P1 P2
+1 1C(;2R;gf ) positron 0 0 0 −1
+1 1C(;2L;gf ) electron 0 0 −1 0
+1 1N(0;0,2R;gf ) electron-neutrino −1 −1 0 −1
+1 1N(0;0,2L;gf ) positron-neutrino −1 −1 −1 0
−1 1Q(2R;2R;gf ) up −1 0 0 0 0 −1
−1 1Q(2L;2R;gf ) anti-down 0 −1 0 0 0 −1
−1 1Q(2R;2L;gf ) down −1 0 0 0 −1 0
−1 1Q(2L;2L;gf ) anti-up 0 −1 0 0 −1 0
−1 1R(2R,0;0,2R;gf ) −1 0 −1 −1 0 −1
−1 1R(2L,0;0,2R;gf ) 0 −1 −1 −1 0 −1
−1 1R(2R,0;0,2L;gf ) −1 0 −1 −1 −1 0
−1 1R(2L,0;0,2L;gf ) 0 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
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Table XIII. Possible 1F−B1F interactions in which a spin-1/2 elementary fermion absorbs a spin-1 WO-family
boson

σ Particles Generation-1 name 2O2 2O1 2O0 Z W+ W−

+1 1C(;2R;gf ) positron y
+1 1C(;2L;gf ) electron y
+1 1N(0;0,2R;gf ) electron-neutrino y y y
+1 1N(0;0,2L;gf ) positron-neutrino y y y
−1 1Q(2R;2R;gf ) up y y
−1 1Q(2L;2R;gf ) anti-down y y
−1 1Q(2R;2L;gf ) down y y
−1 1Q(2L;2L;gf ) anti-up y y
−1 1R(2R,0;0,2R;gf ) y y y y
−1 1R(2L,0;0,2R;gf ) y y y y
−1 1R(2R,0;0,2L;gf ) y y y y
−1 1R(2L,0;0,2L;gf ) y y y y

Table XIV. Hypothetical 1F−B1F interactions in which a 3N elementary fermion would absorb a hypothetical
spin-2 W- or O-family boson

σ Particles (4O4) (4O3) (4O2) (4O1) (4O0) (4W0) (4W1) (4W2) (4W3) (4W4)
+1 3N(;0,4R;gf ) y y
+1 3N(;0,4L;gf ) y y

fermion. Also, the emission solution (or, 1F+B1F solution) correlating with a fermion correlates with a
C transformation of the absorption solution (or, 1F−B1F solution) correlating with the fermion. Table
XV summarizes concepts regarding P, C, and T transformations.
An elementary fermion interacts directly with the Higgs boson if and only if nP0 = 0 for the fermion.

We think that an elementary fermion interacts with the 0O0 boson if and only if nE0 = 0 for the fermion.
Table XVI summarizes results. Conservation of generation need not pertain for any of these interactions.
If nature includes 3N particles, the 3N row in table XVI correlates with a physics-relevant di�erence
between the 0O0 boson and the 0H0 boson (or, Higgs boson).
Table XVII discusses numbers of particles or solutions and numbers of modes. The table alludes to all

known elementary particles and to some possible particles. For each row for which the known-particle
entry is blank, people have found none of the possible particles. For each row, except the row pertaining
to 2G, for which the known-particle entry is not blank, people have found all of particles to which our
work points. For the row pertaining to 2G, people have found the photon, which, except for ALG|PRO
models, correlates with two solutions. (See equation (45). For the remainder of this paragraph, we de-
emphasize ALG|PRO.) We correlate 2G24 with nominal magnetic dipole moments and, for elementary
fermions, with the gyromagnetic ratio g ≈ 2. Possibly, people have yet to �nd e�ects correlating with
as many as four 2G solutions. (Reference [3] suggests correlating 4G26 with an anomalous magnetic
dipole moment a = (g − 2)/2 ≈ α/(2π) and suggests correlating 6G28, 8G26, and 10G28 with other
contributions to a. Here, α denotes the �ne-structure constant.) The table shows, in the column labeled
matter/antimatter non-G-family particles or G-family solutions, the number of particles or solutions that
people would consider not to correlate with either matter or antimatter. For example, each of the particles
is its own antiparticle. Examples include the Higgs boson and the Z boson. A Dirac-fermion neutrino
correlates, with respect to table XVII, with zero matter/antimatter particles and with one matter particle.
A Majorana-fermion neutrino correlates, with respect to table XVII, with one matter/antimatter particle
and zero matter particles. In the table, πj′,j′′ denotes the concept that j′ pertains for one of the two
relevant columns and j′′ pertains for the other of the two relevant columns. (Reference [3] explores the
topics of whether and how to model neutrinos as being Dirac fermions or as being Majorana fermions.)
The table shows, in the column labeled matter particles, the number of particles that people would

Table XV. P, C, and T transformations

Swap Swap Swap pertains
(for each odd j′ for the

and transformation
with j′′ = j′ + 1) T C P
nEj′′ and nEj′ - Yes Yes No

- nE0 and nP0 No No No
nPj′ and nPj′′ - No Yes Yes
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Table XVI. Possible 1F−B1F interactions between elementary fermions and spin-0 elementary bosons

ΣΦ Interactions with
0O0 0H0

1C y y
1N
1Q y y
1R
3N y

Table XVII. Numbers of particles, solutions, and/or modes

σ nP0 Φ S ΣΦ Known particles Matter/antimatter
non-G-family
particles or

G-family solutions

Matter
particles

Modes per
G-family
solution

NQE,COR NQP,COR

+1 0 H 0 0H Higgs boson 1 0 1 1
+1 0 C 1/2 1C Charged leptons 0 3 1 3
+1 −1 N 1/2 1N Neutrinos |← ... π0,3 ... →| 1 3
+1 −1 N 3/2 3N |← ... π0,15 ... →| 1 5
+1 0 W 1 2W Z and W bosons 1 1 3 3
+1 ≤ −1 G 1 2G Photon 6 2
+1 ≤ −1 G 2 4G 5 2
+1 ≤ −1 G 3 6G 5 2
+1 ≤ −1 G 4 8G 3 2
+1 ≤ −2 G 5 10G 4 2
+1 ≤ −2 G 6 12G 4 2
+1 ≤ −2 G 7 14G 2 2
+1 ≤ −3 G 8 16G 2 2
+1 −3 G 9 18G 1 2
+1 −4 G 10 20G 1 2
−1 0 Q 1/2 1Q Quarks 0 6 3 3
−1 −1 R 1/2 1R 0 6 3 3
−1 −1 Y 1 2Y Gluons 0 8 3 3
−1 0 O 0 0O 1 0 1 1
−1 0 O 1 2O 1 1 3 3

consider to be matter particles. For each matter particle, there is an antimatter particle. For each G-
family solution, two modes exist. One mode is left-circularly polarized. The other mode is right-circularly
polarized. For each row, other than G-family rows, the table shows each of NQE,COR and NQP,COR. For
each of some G-family rows, results regarding NQE,COR and NQP,COR vary based on speci�c solution.
Table XVIII shows NQE,COR and NQP,COR for G-family solutions.
We use the notation ΣGΛ to denote G-family solutions. The symbol Λ denotes a non-empty list of

integers chosen from the set that includes exactly the integers 2, 4, 6, and 8. For each speci�c Λ, the
chosen integers appear in ascending order and each chosen integer appears exactly once. There are 15
possible results for Λ. For ALG|COR solutions, for each even integer n′′ and with n′ = n′′ − 1, the even
integer correlates with the oscillator pair Pn′-and-Pn′′ and, conceptually, with a notion of spin-(n′′/2).
For a speci�c Λ with j elements, no more than 2j−1 values of Σ pertain. To develop a candidate value
of Σ, one multiplies each of the elements in Λ by either plus one or minus one, adds the resulting terms,
and takes the absolute value. For example, for ΣG24, Σ can be two, as in −2 + 4, or six, as in +2 + 4.
We de-emphasize, as being not physics-relevant, results for which Σ is zero. For each ΣGΛ, 2S equals
Σ and two circularly polarized modes pertain. The cuto� at 8 for possible elements of Λ correlates with
a concept, for G-family interactions, of channels and with a limitation on number of channels. The
limitation correlates with the factor 4/3 in equation (48). (Based on 2016 data, the equation predicts a
tauon mass with a standard deviation of less than one quarter of the standard deviation correlating with
the experimental result. See equations (50) and (51). Possibly, more accurate experimental determination
of the tauon mass could predict a more accurate, than experimental results, value for the gravitational
constant, GN .) In that factor, the integer 4 correlates with 2G2, with NQP,COR = 3 for 2G2, with
electrostatics, and with the numerator in the right-hand side of equation (48). The integer 3 correlates
4G4, with NQP,COR = 5 for 4G4, with gravitation, and with the denominator in the right-hand side of
equation (48). Solutions for which exactly one channel pertains correlate with NQP,COR = 9. That one,
or in e�ect last, channel correlates with the oscillator pair P9-and-P10 in ALG|KIN|17 solutions. (See
table XIX.) We de-emphasize G-family solutions for which NQP,COR ≥ 11.
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Table XVIII. G-family solutions

σ m2 Φ ΣΦΛ Σ=2S S Solution SDF Intermediated NQE,COR nP0 NQP,COR

(as in ΣGΛ) count interactions
+1 = 0 G ΣG2 2 1 1 r−2 ΣG monopole 1 −1 3
+1 = 0 G ΣG4 4 2 1 r−2 ΣG monopole 3 −1 5
+1 = 0 G ΣG6 6 3 1 r−2 ΣG monopole 5 −1 7
+1 = 0 G ΣG8 8 4 1 r−2 ΣG monopole 7 −1 9
+1 = 0 G ΣG24 2, 6 1, 3 2 r−3 ΣG dipole 1 −2 5
+1 = 0 G ΣG46 2, 10 1, 5 2 r−3 ΣG dipole 3 −2 7
+1 = 0 G ΣG68 2, 14 1, 7 2 r−3 ΣG dipole 5 −2 9
+1 = 0 G ΣG26 4, 8 2, 4 2 r−3 ΣG dipole 3 −2 7
+1 = 0 G ΣG48 4, 12 2, 6 2 r−3 ΣG dipole 5 −2 9
+1 = 0 G ΣG28 6, 10 3, 5 2 r−3 ΣG dipole 5 −2 9
+1 = 0 G ΣG248 2, 6, 10, 14 1, 3, 5, 7 4 r−4 ΣG quadrupole 3 −3 9
+1 = 0 G ΣG468 2, 6, 10, 18 1, 3, 5, 9 4 r−4 ΣG quadrupole 3 −3 9
+1 = 0 G ΣG246 4, 8, 12 2, 4, 6 3 r−4 ΣG quadrupole 1 −3 7
+1 = 0 G ΣG268 4, 12, 16 2, 6, 8 3 r−4 ΣG quadrupole 3 −3 9
+1 = 0 G ΣG2468 12, 16, 20 6, 8, 10 3 r−5 ΣG octupole 1 −4 9

(4/3)× (mτ/me)
12 = ((qe)

2/(4πε0))/(GN (me)
2) (48)

Table XVIII shows G-family solutions that may correlate with nature. For each row in the table, each
instance of a value of Σ may correlate with, at least a component of, an elementary particle. Possibly,
we overly de-emphasize possibilities regarding spin-2 ΣG2468 solutions and spin-4 ΣG2468 solutions.
Mathematically, two solutions correlate with 4G2468 and two solutions correlate with 8G2468. For this
work, we assume that a uniqueness principle pertains and that these four solutions are not physics-
relevant. People might, if appropriate, consider the solutions to be physics-relevant. Regarding the �fth
column in the table, for each row in the table, the symbol Λ correlates with the corresponding list of
one, two, three, or four even positive integers that the fourth column in the table shows. The column
labeled solution count shows a number of solutions. For each row for which the solution count is three,
the table re�ects a notion that a mathematically possible solution for which Σ equals zero is not physics-
relevant because the solution would correlate with S = 0. SDF abbreviates the term spatial dependence
of force. The SDF column shows a characteristic of the force that correlates with the solution. The
characteristic correlates with Newtonian physics; we assume that an adequately rigorous treatment can
deal with relativistic concepts such as concepts correlating with the not in�nite speed of light. Here,
r denotes the distance between the appropriate centers of two interacting entities. People might say
that, for SDF of r−3, the interaction has dipole-like characteristics. The column labeled intermediated
interactions correlates traditional terminology with SDF.

VI. KINEMATICS AND CONSERVATION LAWS

This unit incorporates some observer-independent-construct (or, OIC) aspects, namely conservation
laws, and some observer-speci�c-construct (or, OSC) aspects, namely kinematics, into our work.
For solutions for which NQE,COR = 1, table XIX shows ALG|KIN|17 solutions. Table XX describes

symbols table XIX uses. We deploy traditional modeling for which each of conservation of momentum and
a component of Poincare-group symmetry correlates with symmetry correlating with the group SU(2).
We deploy traditional modeling for which each of conservation of angular momentum and a component
of Poincare-group symmetry correlates with symmetry correlating with the group SU(2). We deploy
traditional modeling for which each of boost and a component of Poincare-group symmetry correlates with
symmetry correlating with the group SU(2). One of the oscillator pairs P11-and-P12, P13-and-P14, and
P15-and-P16 correlates with conservation of momentum. Another one of those oscillator pairs correlates
with conservation of angular momentum. For models comporting with special relativity, the third one
of those oscillator pairs correlates with boost. For each of those appearances of SU(2), n... = nE0. For
models that do not include boost, the expression πnE0,@nE0

correlates with the third QP-like oscillator
pair.
For elementary particles that correlate with table XIX, conservation of energy correlates with symmetry

correlating with 48 generators. The seven relevant oscillators are oscillators E16, E15, ..., E12, E11, and
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Table XIX. ALG|KIN|17 solutions, regarding ground-state solutions for which NQE,COR = 1

NQE,COR = 1 E σ P
solutions 16,...,11 10,9 87 65 43 21 0 0 12 34 56 78 9,10 11,...,16

0H SGR, 2× SU(2) ? ? ? ? ? 0 +1 0 ? ? ? ? ? 2× SU(2), SGR
1C SGR, 2× SU(2) ? ? ? ? c2 0 +1 0 π0,−1 g2 ? ? ? 2× SU(2), SGR
1N SGR, 2× SU(2) ? ? ? ? c2 −1 +1 −1 π0,−1 g2 ? ? ? 2× SU(2), SGR
3N SGR, 2× SU(2) ? ? ? c4 c4 0 +1 −1 @0@0 π0,−1 g4 g4 ? 2× SU(2), SGR
2G2 SGR, 2× SU(2) x * * * * 0 +1 −1 00 * * * * 2× SU(2), SGR

ΣG24 SGR, 2× SU(2) x x * * * 0 +1 −2 00 00 * * * 2× SU(2), SGR
ΣG246 SGR, 2× SU(2) x x x * * 0 +1 −3 00 00 00 * * 2× SU(2), SGR
ΣG2468 SGR, 2× SU(2) x x x x * 0 +1 −4 00 00 00 00 * 2× SU(2), SGR

0O SGR, 2× SU(2) ? ? ? ? ? 0 −1 0 ? ? ? ? ? 2× SU(2), SGR

Table XX. Symbols pertaining for ALG|KIN models for ground-state solutions

Symbol Interpretation Math
SGR SGR - special relativity (SR) or general relativity (GR) -
SR Boost symmetry and special relativity SU(2)
GR General relativity and no boost symmetry (QP-like) πnE0,@nE0

2× SU(2) Conservation of momentum and conservation of angular
momentum

-

- Conservation of momentum SU(2)
- Conservation of angular momentum SU(2)

0, −1, ..., or −4 The value of n... for an individual harmonic oscillator -
? No known physics relevance Closed pair
c2 Conservation of fermion generation for Sym+

interactions involving fermions with three generations
SU(2)

π0,−1 One n... is 0 and the other n... is −1. Open pair; U(1)
g2 Three generations SU(2)

c4 c4 Conservation of fermion generation for Sym+
interactions involving fermions with 15 generations

SU(4)

@0@0 One n... is 0 and the other n... is 0. Neither oscillator
excites.

g4 g4 15 generations SU(4)
x No known physics relevance Closed pair
* Regarding G-family bosons, a channel Closed pair
00 One n... is 0 and the other n... is 0. For each solution

and mode, no more than one oscillator excites.

E0. For the SR case, the symmetry correlates with SU(7). (See table XX.) For the GR case, the
symmetry correlates with U(1)× SU(5).
The 1C row of table XIX illustrates the notion that two charges and three generations pertain for

spin-1/2 elementary fermions. Two is the number of generators correlating with π0,−1. Three is the
number of generators correlating with g2.
Based on tables XIX and XXII, spin-1/2 elementary fermions do not interact directly via interactions

correlating with G-family solutions for which S ≥ 3 (or, equivalently, with ΣG bosons for which Σ exceeds
four). G-family solutions for which S exceeds four correlate only with interactions involving objects that
include more than one non-virtual elementary fermion. (See the 3N row of table XIX.) Absent relevance of
3N fermions, G-family solutions for which S exceeds two would correlate only with interactions involving
objects that include more than one non-virtual elementary fermion.

VII. INSTANCES, SPANS, DARK MATTER, AND DARK ENERGY

This unit discusses the internal physics of composite particles and suggests explanations for dark matter
and dark energy.
We consider solutions for which NQE,COR = 1. We correlate the QE-like 48-generator symmetries with

the concept that that universe might include 48 instances of particles correlating with such solutions. We
use the word ensemble to correlate with any one of the 48 instances. Table XXI distinguishes constructs
that correlate with one ensemble from constructs that do not correlate with just a single ensemble.
Ordinary matter correlates with one ensemble. Other ensembles might correlate with dark matter, dark-
energy stu�, or lack of physics-relevance. We use the term dark-energy stu� to correlate with dark-energy
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Table XXI. Spans and instances

σ Particle sets or solution sets Span Single ensemble
2016 Standard Model Possible (ensembles

per instance)
per instance

+1 1C, 1N 3N 1 yes
+1 0H - 1 yes
−1 - 0O 1 yes

Composite particles
(1Q∪2Y)

Composite particles
(other)

1 yes

+1 2G2∪2G24 6G24, ΣG246, ΣG2468 1 yes
+1 - 8G8 1 yes
+1 - NQE,COR = 3 G-family 6 no
+1 - NQE,COR = 5 G-family 2 no
+1 2W - 6 no
−1 2Y 2O 6 no
−1 1Q 1R 8 no

Table XXII. ALG|KIN|7 aspects for ground-state solutions for elementary particles for which σ = −1

σ = −1 E σ P
solutions 65 43 21 0 0 12 34 56

1Q c2 π0,−1 0 −1 0 π0,−1 g2
1R c2 π0,−1 −1 −1 −1 π0,−1 g2
0O |← SGR, 2× SU(2) →| 0 −1 0 |← 2× SU(2), SGR →|
2O |← SGR, 1× SU(2)→| |← π0,@,@ →| −1 0 00 |←1× SU(2), SGR →|
2Y |← SGR, 1× SU(2)→| |← π0,−1,−2 →| −1 −1 −1,−1 |←1× SU(2), SGR →|

density of the universe. The term dark-energy pressure and related in�uences on the rate of expansion of
the universe correlate with e�ects of G-family bosons. Dark-energy stu� and dark-energy pressure (or,
forces) di�er from each other.
The inferred ratio of present density of DMS (or, dark-matter stu�) to present density of OMS (or,

ordinary-matter stu�) is approximately 5.2. (See reference [4].) We know of no adequately signi�cant
variations in that ratio regarding observations pertaining to times starting somewhat after 380,000 years
after the moment of the big bang and continuing to the present time. For 4G4, NQE,COR = 3. We
interpret QE-like aspects of the ALG|COR solution for 4G4 as correlating with an SU(3) instance-
related symmetry, with eight generators of SU(3), and with eight instances of 4G4. Each instance spans
six ensembles. The instance of 4G4 that interacts with ordinary matter interacts with �ve ensembles for
which people would use the term dark matter. The following concepts can dovetail with the notion that 5.2
might signi�cantly exceed 5.0. First, the OME (or, ordinary-matter ensemble) and �ve DMEs (or, dark-
matter ensembles) may not have evolved in adequately parallel manners. For example, perhaps nature
created, within the observable universe, somewhat di�erent amounts of various ensembles. Or, based on
each ensemble having its own instances of ΣG2468, perhaps di�erences in aspects regarding ensembles
occurred during and after the big bang. (See discussion regarding table XXIV.) Second, possibly some
OME phenomena correlate with DMS measurements. Examples might include 3N particles, zero-charge
1Q∪2O composite particles, zero-charge 1R∪2O composite particles, a sea comprised of 1R and 2Y
particles, and 1R∪2Y composite particles. Third, inaccuracies might pertain regarding measurements or
inferences.
Regarding elementary particles for which σ = −1, table XXII shows ALG|KIN information analogous

to ALG|KIN information that table XIX shows for elementary particles for which NQE,COR = 1. (Note
that 0O appears in both tables.) Regarding instances and spans for 1Q solutions and 1R solutions, the
oscillator pair P1-and-P2 correlates with U(1) and two generators, the oscillator pair P3-and-P4 correlates
with SU(2) and 3 generators, six is the multiplicative product of two and three, 48/6 equals eight, and
the span per instance is eight. (Eight correlates with results table XXI shows.) Regarding instances and
spans for 2O solutions and 2Y solutions, the oscillator trio P0-and-P1-and-P2 correlates with SU(3) and
eight generators, 48/8 equals six, and the span per instance is six. (Six correlates with results table XXI
shows.)
Regarding 1Q∪2Y composite particles, the following statements pertain. Work above regarding QP-like

aspects leads to 48 instances. Here, 48 equals six times eight. Each composite particle has a span of one.
Regarding kinematics, QE-like aspects combine the c2-related SU(2) for 1Q with the SU(2) and SGR
for 1Y. This does not quite result in kinematics correlating with the combination of SGR and 2×SU(2).
Emission of a gluon by one quark requires absorption by a di�erent quark. Composite particles must
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Table XXIII. Alignment of one instance of 4G4 and one instance of 1Q, regarding dark-matter ensembles and
dark-energy ensembles

OME∪DME DEE DEE DEE DEE DEE DEE DEE
4G4, 1Q 1Q 1Q 1Q 1Q 1Q 1Q 1Q
4G4
4G4
4G4
4G4
4G4

have at least two non-virtual fermions for which σ = −1. Composite particles can have the kinematics
symmetry that combines two SU(2) and one SGR. A lone quark would not correlate with the kinematics
symmetry that combines two SU(2) and one SGR.
To complete development of table XXI, we note the following. For each of 4G4 and other NQE,COR = 3

G-family solutions, SU(3) instance symmetry pertains, there are eight instances, 48/8 equals six, and a
span of six pertains. For each NQE,COR = 5 G-family solution, SU(5) instance symmetry pertains, there
are 24 instances, 48/24 equals two, and a span of two pertains. For 8G8, NQE,COR = 7, SU(7) instance
symmetry pertains, there are 48 instances, 48/48 equals one, and a span of one pertains.
Table XXIII arrays the possible 48 ensembles. The upper-left one of the 48 ensembles correlates with

the OME. Each of the �ve remaining cells in the left-most column correlates with a DME. The symbol
4G4 correlates with the instance of 4G4 that mediates interactions among the OME and the DMEs. The
instance of 1Q that correlates with the OME correlates with seven DEEs (or, dark-energy ensembles).
For each G-family solution, other than 4G4, having a span of six or two, we know of no guarantee that
the instance that interacts with the OME does not interact with a DEE.
The relationship of being dark-matter-like is mutually reciprocal. If adequately physics-savvy beings in

one ensemble would consider a second ensemble to be dark-matter-like, adequately physics-savvy beings
in the second ensemble would consider the �rst ensemble to be dark-matter-like. If adequately physics-
savvy beings in one ensemble would consider a second ensemble not to be dark-matter-like, adequately
physics-savvy beings in the second ensemble would consider the �rst ensemble not to be dark-matter-like.
The relationship of being dark-energy-like is mutually reciprocal. People can envision aspects of dark
matter and aspects of dark-energy stu�.
The inferred ratio of present density of DES (or, dark-energy stu�) to present density of OMS∪DMS

(or, the combination of ordinary-matter stu� plus dark-matter stu�) is approximately 2.2. (See reference
[4].) We know of no inferences that would not comport with a steady increase, regarding such ratios, from
approximately zero with time since somewhat after the big bang. We assume that, signi�cantly after the
big bang, nature does not create DES. We assume that increases in the inferred ratios correlate �rst with
the rate of impact of DEE on OMS∪DMS and second with rates of impact of those �rst impacts on CMB
(or, cosmic microwave background radiation).
We assume that, for each of at least 18 DEE, at least one G-family solution correlates with interactions

between OMS∪DMS and the DEE or one of the other �ve DEE that is dark-matter-like relative to that
DEE.
We do not predict with absolute certainly an actual ratio or a hypothetically ultimate inferred ratio

of density of DES to density of OMS∪DMS. Consider the two known choices regarding QP-like SGR.
For the SR choice, a ratio of seven seems reasonable. For the GR choice, two interpretations exist. For
a P-transformation interpretation of the QP-like πnE0,@nE0

, a ratio of seven seems reasonable. For a
CT-transformation interpretation of the QP-like πnE0,@nE0

, a ratio of three might be plausible, based on
possible applicability of time reversal for 24 ensembles.
Regarding dark-energy pressure, table XXIV summarizes eras and forces, regarding the rate of expan-

sion of the universe. The column labeled A/R notes net e�ects, across forces dominating for each era.
The column labeled ΣΦΛ notes particles that intermediate forces. (Regarding SDFs of r−4 and r−3, see
table XVIII for speci�c ΣΦΛ.) In this context, the eras pertain to the largest objects of which people
know. Initial acceleration pertains for the �rst few billion years after the big bang, deceleration pertains
for the next few billion years, and recent acceleration pertains for the most recent few billion years. (We
note possible concerns regarding the term rate of expansion of the universe. Concerns feature use of
the word universe. Observed rates of expansions correlate with objects that emit OME photons that
people detect. Observed rates do not correlate with objects too distant for people to detect. Observed
rates do not necessarily correlate with, for example, objects that feature DEE stu�. Also, for example,
ΣG2468 forces have spans of one ensemble.) Regarding smaller objects, dominant forces within objects
and between neighboring objects have, at least conceptually, generally transited the �rst three eras and
now generally exhibit behavior correlating with SDF of r−2. Quasar formation via ejection of stu� from
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Table XXIV. Eras and forces, regarding expansion of the universe

Era A/R SDF ΣΦΛ
initial acceleration net repulsive r−5 ΣG2468

deceleration net attractive r−4 various
recent acceleration net repulsive r−3 various

(recent, for smaller objects) both r−2 2G2
� attractive � 4G4
� ? � 6G6
� ? � 8G8

black holes might constitute an exception. For this case, r−3 net repulsion might pertain.

VIII. APPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This unit alludes to applications and implications of work this paper presents.
The following statements provide examples of work above that may provide insight regarding topics of

interest.

• The work comports with the notion that two non-zero charges and three generations pertain for
spin-1/2 elementary fermions. (See remarks regarding the 1C row of table XIX.)

• Decomposition of aspects of photons into two components may provide insight into physics foun-
dation topics or into so-called classical-quantum boundaries. (See equation (45).)

• People may �nd signi�cant the use of models based on harmonic oscillators to catalog and describe
fermions. (Note, for example, equations (20), (46), and (47).)

• The work may correlate with a lack of need to address notions of possibly in�nite sums of boson
ground-state energies. (Note equation (10).)

• The work may correlate with a lack of need to address notions of renormalization.

• The work may indicate that much traditional physics correlates modeling assumptions correlating
with ALG|PRO, whereas modeling assumptions correlating with ALG|KIN can lead, with less
complexity, to similar results and to broader results. (See, for example, table II, discussion related
to table V and tables XIX and XXII.)

• The work may provide insight regarding relationships between concepts of gravitational mass and
concepts of inertial mass. For at least 1C elementary fermions, we link the 4G4 component of grav-
itation to the generation of the relevant elementary fermion. For all spin-1/2 elementary fermions,
we link generation and kinematics. (Table XIX correlates with both aspects.)

• The work may provide insight regarding possible uses for the term quantum gravity. The solution
4G4 correlates with quantum gravity. People might consider other solutions, including other 4GΛ
solutions and other ΣGΛ solutions for which 4 appears in the list Λ, to also correlate with quantum
gravity.

• Facets of bases of ALG|PDE seem well suited for describing aspects of phenomena leading up to
an interaction vertex and aspects of phenomena occurring after an interaction vertex. (See, for
example, equations (16) and (42).) Applications of ALG|GEN seem well suited for describing
aspects of phenomena correlating with interaction vertices. Applications of ALG|KIN seem well
suited for describing aspects of phenomena before, at, and after interaction vertices.

Elsewhere, we discuss other applications and implications of the core of this work. (See references [2] and
[3].)
Other applications and implications related to cosmology and astrophysics include the following.

• Concepts for populating elementary-particle states at and just after the big bang.

• Mechanisms leading to baryon asymmetry. (The 2O2 boson has a charge of −|qe|/3 and plays a key
role in converting antimatter quarks to matter quarks. Here, qe denotes the charge of an electron.)
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• The possibility that cosmic background neutrinos feature more antimatter neutrinos than matter
neutrinos and that the di�erence in count correlates with baryon asymmetry. (This possibility
correlates with the concept of Dirac neutrinos and does not correlate with Majorana neutrinos.)

• Clumping and anti-clumping of ordinary matter and dark matter, leading to galaxies with varying,
but not completely random, proportions of ordinary matter and dark matter.

• Phenomena that might help resolve the galaxy rotation problem.

• A possible basis for explaining the spacecraft �yby anomaly.

Possible applications and implications of ALG|PDE techniques regarding nuclear physics, atomic physics,
and neutron stars include the following. (Such applications correlate with aspects of equations (12) and
(13). E�ects of the strong interaction correlate with the term proportional to r2. The asymptotic behavior
of the strong force correlates with r0. An SDF of r0 correlates with a potential that correlates with r1.
The square of that potential correlates with r2. E�ects of ΦGΛ forces for which Φ is the only element
of the list Λ correlate with an SDF of r−2, with a potential correlating with r−1, with a square of the
potential that correlates with r−2, and with the term that includes Ωr−2. For situations in which people
can ignore the strong interaction, the equations pertain, for constant (ξ′/2)η2, in the limit (ξ′/2)η−2 → 0.
E�ects of various ΦGΛ forces for which the list Λ includes more than one element correlate with concepts
such as �ne-structure splitting.)

• A way to catalog atomic states.

• Possibly, a way to parallel and/or augment QED (or, quantum electrodynamics).

• Possibly, a way to parallel and/or augment the nuclear shell model.

Applications and implications regarding elementary-particle physics include the following.

• A correlation between the range of the weak interaction and the masses of weak-interaction bosons.

• A technique for, at least approximately, matching ratios of squares of masses for the H0, Z, and
W bosons and for providing �nite numbers of choices for approximate masses for O-family bosons.
(The technique correlates with the boson point-like case in table IV and may explain the weak
mixing angle. Equation (49) results.)

(mH0)2 : (mZ)2 : (mW )2 :: 17 : 9 : 7 (49)

• Interactions that produce neutrino oscillations.

• Possibly, a way to parallel and/or augment QCD (or, quantum chromodynamics). (See table XXII.)

Applications and insight regarding physics constants include the following.

• A prediction regarding the tauon mass. (See equation (48). Reference [4] provides the experimental
result equation (51) shows and the data - about GN and so forth - we use to make the prediction
equation (50) shows.)

mτ, predicted ≈ (1776.8445± 0.024) MeV/c2 (50)

mτ, experimental ≈ (1776.86± 0.12) MeV/c2 (51)

• The appearance of α (or, the �ne-structure constant) in a formula approximately linking the masses
of the three charged leptons and the six quarks. (The formula involves six constants and two integer
variables. Four of the six constants are me, mµ, mτ , and α. Here, µ denotes muon.)

Applications and insight regarding foundations physics topics include the following.

• Possible insight regarding arrow of time.

• Possible insight regarding numbers of dimensions.

• Possible insight regarding minimal non-zero magnitudes of some properties.
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Applications and insight regarding traditional theory and models include the following.

• Correlations between constructs in our Hamiltonian-centric work and action in Lagrangian-centric
work.

• Possible limitations regarding applications of general relativity and/or of concepts of geodesics and
curvature of space-time.

• Possible alternative ways to obtain results people obtain via general relativity.

• Both a QE-like method and a QP-like method to obtain the Standard Model SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)
symmetry.

• Possibilities for adding, based on SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1), to the Standard Model all elementary
particles we predict, other than particles correlating with boson, σ = +1, NQE,COR = 5 or 7, and
nP0 ≤ −1 or with fermion, σ = +1, NQE,COR = 1, and NQP,GEN = 7.

• Possibilities for adding to the Standard Model elementary particles we predict correlating with
boson, σ = +1, NQE,COR = 5 or 7, and nP0 ≤ −1 or with fermion, σ = +1, NQE,COR = 1, and
NQP,GEN = 7.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This unit provides future-oriented perspective regarding aspects of this paper.
We think that this work provides, at least, precedent and impetus for people to try tackle an agenda to

unite much physics, make predictions regarding elementary particles, and explain aspects of sub-atomic
physics, atomic physics, astrophysics, and cosmology. This work may provide a means to tackle such an
agenda. This work may provide progress toward ful�lling that agenda.
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